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PREFACE
Early in 1952, J. G. Chaney, working at the United States
Naval Postgraduate School, integrated the generalized circuit of
the horizontal free- space rhombic antenna and obtained an express-
ion for its radiation irnpedance in terms of tabulated functions.
This expression and the results oi an earlier paper, by the same
author, on the application of circuit concepts to field problems
havf rnabhid this writer to present a design procedure for horizon-
tal rhombic antennas which is based, to a great extent, on general-
ized circuit theory and which gives results which agree well with
the recent experimental work of Christiansen.
My thanks are due to The Manager, RCA Review" and
E. A. Laport for permission to copy Table II and Figure 4, and
to McGraw-Hill Book Connpany for permission to copy Figures 2
and 3. I wish also to express my gratitude for the kind assistance
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
f The side length of the rhombic antenna
h The distance between the horizontal rhombic and its image
t Ihe Angle-of-£ire of the transmitting rhombic
X The wavelength
2a s A The aperture or acute angle of the rhombic
n i - ^ wnt re n is > 8T
r Radius of the wire forming the active element of the rhombic
X"^ The wavelength in meters
d" The diamcLci ... .i.^hes of the wire forming the active element
of the rhombic
Z The free-space radiation impedance
r
R The free-space radiation resistance
X The free-space radiation reactance
Z = tx + i\ The terminating impedance of the Rhombic Antenna
o o "^ o
1 The natural logarithm
log The comnnon logarithm
oc The attenuation factor m nepers pers meter
Z « R + iX. The Driving point impedance
in in * in
T The db terminal loss
g The directivity
G , The power gain for ^j^ = 1
G The power gain above ground
P

G X The power gain with reference to a horizontal half wave dipoleP? in the same position
fi-^ (1- cos A. cos a)
K The radiation intensity in watts per steradian
|k| The time peak value of radiation intensity
The angle of azimuth
The- antle from zenith
( The conripiement of 9 (a is a piULicu.ai S )
3 = ^ (1 -cos ^,).Co8 f = Sin e Cos (^ + a)It. ' t. i
4 ^ = 1^ (1 - cos J^ 2) .Cos ^^ = Sin e Cos(a - a)
1 The time peak driving point current in amperes
o
C Euler'8 constant (0. 577216)
C (x) The cosine integral of X = -/ —^j du
1 sin u J
S (x) The sine integral of x = / - du
I
-^ o
Z The internal impedance of the circuit in ohms per loop meter
f
^ The mean square current modulus (i.e. The mean square
"^ magnitude of the normalized < \jrr<nt distribution along
the antenna)
f
^ The attenuation factor at thf t^-rmiaatino impedance Z^
o
The contour integral along the axis ol the wires forming tthe
antenna
ff The contour integral along the inner periphery of the wires
forming the antenna
I 1(P) The current at any point P in the circuit in terms of the
o
current at an arbitrary reference point P^ . This
reference point usually being taken at the point of
maximum current or at the driving point.
P Any point along the axis of the wire
VI
}l
P Any point along the inner ptnpiicry of the wire
( ) The complex conjugate. Used also to indicate a footnote.
M =y y + k = The steady-state form of the differential operator
^ ^ deltil with the subscript indicating the position at
which the differentiations are to be perfornned
r,. The vector distance from P^ to P.
r,. The diitance between P, and P
U = 4ir X 10" henries per niftt. r.
9-1
( = (36 w X 10 ) farads ptr meter
W « The input power

ON THE DESIGN OF HORIZONTAL RHOMBIC ANTENNAS
I. Introduction
Sunnmary: Utilizing generalized circuit theory wherever possible,
a design procedure is laid down for the single wire, uni-element horizon-
tal rhombic antenna, whose side length is an integral number of quarter
wavelengths at the lowest design frequency, suspended above a perfectly
conducting ground plane. A brief statement of the design procedure is
followed by a discussion of the steps outlined. Following this sonne
graphical design aids are introduced. Finally some computed values
are compared with the experimental results of Christiansen.
In the design of Rhonnbic Antennas there are usually many variables.
It is customary, therefore, to design, first of all, for assunned idealized
conditions and then to consider the effects of the neglectea variaoies.
In general, a theoretical design is followed by experimental xnodification.
It is the purpose of this paper to lay down the theoretical design consider-
ations for the uni-element horizontal rhombic antenna at a height h/2
above a perfectly conducting ground-plane.
II. The Design Procedure





(a) Select /» ZA for the io.v<.st ircquency to be used.
(b) Choose the desired vertical angle of radiation A at the highest
frequency to be used.
(c) If other engineering considerations permit, pick the height h/2
to yield nnaxinnum reinforcement in A . The height factor is
a maximun^ when Sin( --— Sin ^) = 1, h = ^ cos ec t ,
where h is the antenna height above its innage.
(d) The polarization of the radiated fields of the rhombic antenna
are horixontal only in the = plane and in the 6 = —
plane. It is customary, therefore, to orientate the rhombus
such that its principal diagonal is in the direction in which the
signal is to be beaxned.
Of all possible designs at least three have been named by previ-
ous authors. In one, the nriaximum of the principal lobe is ob-
tained at an angle A This is called an " alignment design".
In the "mavirmim field strength" design fH^ maximum field
strength is obtained for a fixed i , in the desired direction




In the "maxinnum output design", of Bruce, Beck and Lowry
,
the values of antenna height, side element length and aperture
angle are prescribed to give maximum radiation intensity at
an angle A tor a fixed value of the current.
In the "alignment design" procedure the angle a is determined
from the relationship
n- 1.48 5ZCos a =
— n cos A
GSitzBi
^
For a maximum field strength" design with a given side
length i , a is determined as follows:
First, for the given A determine a to satisfy the condition
-> t * 4 cosA-cosa , ii kl /I . VZficolP - ^ where /3 - _{ 1-cos A cos a )





* — (1 - cos A cos a 1 .
4
With this value of a determine R as described in section
— o
(e).
With this value of R recompute a to satisfy the relation:
o —
lizoxP = ^Q» A - cos a ^ 60 J





sin a cos A o cos A sin a




cos a - cos A i X
Rq- 6 *
. r ^^^ ^ • ^
^
2(l-co8 A cos a)o sin a cos A ' —
'
By varying side elenrient length it is possible to obtain a maxi-
mum output alignment design. In this case
^o ^ ^ cos A 1 - cos a
; / = -371 XRq ^°®
—
1 - cos A cos a ' ~ 1 - cos A cos a
When either i or li , or both are restricted, so called
2
"conapromise'' designs are obtained.
(e) Find the terminal innpedance Z where Z is given by
V ^m
Z„ = 120 In iLiliLi - (72 + j 170) = 276 log ^ V" i + 231 - j 170o 2
-IT r d^^




(f) Find the free-space radiation impedance for the known values
of i and a
(g) find the attenuation factor at the load Z from the formula
nepers per meter of loop length,
(h) Find the approxinnate nnean square of the spatial distribution
of current along the antenna fronn the formula
(i) Determine the driving point impedance
2
Z . » Z -f j f X rin o "^ m ^•
(j) Cocnpute the db terminal loss T
T r - 1 log R—~ = 10 log (1 - f^^)
(k) Write the directivLty
1184. 36 n^ sin^ a Sin^f
.




' 7? ' <, = 10 log gd
(I) Write the power gain above ground
G « G^ - T + 6 + 30 log [ Sin(-|^ Sin Ajj ab.
(m) Finally determine the gain over a half-wave antenna in the same
position








The theoretical basis for the design procedure laid down above is
dependent on the work of several authors extending over a score of
years beginning with the work of E. Bruce . The conditions
assumed in the development of the formulae are, for the nnost part,
highly idealized. However, it seems that these are the best approxi-
mations presently available. The following section briefly states some
of the factors involvLd in rhombii: antt^nna dtaien, points out the
assumptions made in the development ul iormuiae and gives refer-
ence to the sources of this material.
(a) For * < Z A the radiation impedance and hence efficiency drops
off rather rapidly. This fact is brought out in k igures 5 and 7.
Hence it is good engineering practice to keep / / 2.A at all
frequencies of interest.
(b) i he antenna designer must t)e concerned with the proper cnoice
of the angle of radiation A if the antenna is to take its proper
role in the transmission link. A study of ionospheric data
will usually iiiui(.:ate a good compromise for A
(c) The radiation intensity for the free-space rhombic antenna is
given by 2^iZOk^i" W, Sin 4, Sin"^ o 7|K |. , ' R^ - JR^
—J— ^^" ^
120 "Wo Sin^/tf, Sin^/, o
=






where W_ = — IQ -Q R is the innput power (assumed constant).
The radiation intensity for a single long wire carrying progressive
I.;/?
undamped waves is given by:
,q -yy^ Sin /S
^K = —
' Ro TanV 1/2
For a given rhombus, i.e. for a given ^ / }, , a and W the only
variable terms in the expression for | K | are the ternns
Sin ^ 1 Sin / ^L and f
Sin^ 1^1/2 Sin^ ^2/2
The pattera for each of these terms is similar to that of a long wire
in free-space carrying a progressive wave, in that it consists of a
series of lobes of decreasing amplitude. However, the pattern for
a single wire antenna is nnodified by a squared cardiod factoi , while
no such factor applies to the rhombic antenna pattern. The main lobe
of the free-space rhombus is fornned where the main lobes of the 4,
and /^p factors mn i sect. A secondary or 1-2 lobe of the rhombic
pattern is formed where the largest lobe of one factor intersects the
second largest lobe of the other factor. The definition of tertiary
and higher order lobes is similar. When the rhombic antenna is
placed near the Earth the resultant pattern is the product of its free-
space pattern and a height factor. Under these conditions, it is
important that the main lobe of tb^ fr*"e- space antenna pattern coincide
with a maxinnum of the height factor. This is acconnplishcd by adjust-
ment of the antenna height h/2. If possible the design should be
"optimum", that is, the secondary and tertiary lobes should be split
by zeros in the height factor while the nnain lobe is strengthened by
a maxinaum in the height factor. The entire radiation pattern is
intrinsically complicated and, in general, is only deternnined approx-
imately. Often the positions in azinnuth and elevation of the lobes and
»ii£q
ofifra
their relative magnitudes is sufficient from an engineering view-
point. The lobe positions can be found conveniently using the
method described by Laport which utilises a graphical procedure
first described by Foster .
(d) If the design is an optimum* "alignment" design, the value of a
is determined from Figure 3. However, it is sometimes prefer-
able to choose a to maximize the radiation intensity at
(0 = - - A , <^ =0). Under the hyposthesis of a uniform
3 b
traveling wave of current 1^ , it has been shown tnai me
radiation intensity of a horizontal rhombic antenna at a distance
h/2 above ground is given by
K = 960.1^(1)^ SioV, Sinjr^ sin^.Sin^iisinA)
where
^ = lii ( l-cos ^j) Cos ^j s Sine Cos(^ + a)
/^ , lll(l-co8f2) Cos/-^ « Sine Co8(a - a)
and
with and e being polar coordinate ancles. This formula has
been derived for the = line coinciaent wiin the major axis
of the rhombus and the entire antenna lying in the 6 = j (S» 0)





^o^ ' (()^ ^^^ Sin^ a Sin^ ll^ Sin A)
In general | K | is a function of the five variables Iq ' A '
a , e and where W^ , the input power, is held constant.
*The "optimum" here referred to is in accordance with Laport's definit-







If _ and a are fixed, the input inapedance is fixed and I
is a constant. In this case the positions {^ , i$ ) at which the
lobe maxinna occur can be very easily found. Also, the para-
meters W ,9,0 can be held constant and the n^.aximunn
radiation intensity in a given direction as -r and a are
varied mav he found. However, in this case, I will not
be a conttiaiit since R is a function of the angle a
For maximunn gain the design should be a "nciaxinaum field





=0 is given by
c
Sin" a cos A "''o cos A Sin^ a
a a
-, ji ^ J cos A - cos a 6 r os A - cos a ,
z / cot/=: ^ + r^ I 1 3— ^a^A;
or,
i-ZcOt/a i- ^9 - ^Q . C°«±
/ ^^ ^o Cos A Sin-^ a
Ignoring changes in input power, i.e. for constant input current,
= gives the condition
»|kU = o
-.J, ^ , COS A - COS a , ^- ij * ..L ^Z^cotiif = :^_ for a naaximum field strength at
Sin^ a cos A
an angle A
Thus, in this case, the angle a can be chosen in the manner
outlined above.
„, , f »u .. ^0 r , cos A cos a TThe value of the tern^ — [ 1 - — J




is not likely to exceed 30% of the term co8 A - cos a
^. Z
cos A Sin a
For a fixed A the right hand side of the expression
T ^ ^ A cos A - cos a , 60 r , cos A - cos a ,2/cot/ = = + _ [ 1- ^^ ]
Sin^ a cos A R^ cos A Sin £
varies slowly with a over the range of interest.
Over this range of values of the angle a the expression
1 ^ coX. fi is rapidly decreasing as a increases. Thus the
value of a that satisfies the equation is changed very little
by a relatively large change in the value of the right hand side
of the equation. In the alignment design Iq •
~I ^"^^ ^ ^1*0
held constant and A is detrrrnmed by 1 1 _ /^
Foster shows that this principal directional nriaximum occurs
when the condition /. = / • = 0. 3713 v is satisfied. Thus
the main lobe and thr wave anc^ le will be alik/ned, when (a — ,
4
for those values of the angle a that satisly the conaitioa
1 1.4852




For an alignment design choose a in accordance with the
expression
1.485Z
Cos a = ^-^ °
c;;os A
wniie lor a maxinnum field strength design a is chosen to
satisfy the condition
, /» cos A - cos a 60 . cos A - cos a .
Z Pcol p = =-. + — [ 1 - _^-- ]
Sin^ a cos A ^o cos A Sin a
n.
The following conclustions have been drawn from a study of
the above equations as applied to typical antennas.
1. The value of a for a given X. and A for a maximum
field strength design is always greater than that for an
alignment design.
2. In a maximum field strength design the principal lobe maxi-
mum occurs at an angle less than L Thus the nnaximum
field strength occurs on the upper side of the nnain lobe
where the field strength is varying relatively rapidly with
changes in
3. The maximum field strength design in typical cases gives an
increase in gain of about 1. 5 or 1. b dD over the alignment
design.
4. The maximum field strength design may find its chief field
of usefulness in designing rhombic antennas to operate over
wide frequency ranges. In this case the nnaximum field
strength design at the upper frequency limit gives an increas-
ed aperture angle which tends to increase the gain of the
antenna at the lower frequencies.
The design conditions for a maximum output at an angle L
are easily derived. The radiation intensity, | K | . is
maximized with respect to variations in i when /^ = — .
Under this condition the equation —>--'—'- = is satisfied
when a = A . - exactly when the input current I is
held constant and very nearly when the input power is held
10
liTorxii
ti-l : 1 SfeiW
ti fi& '!
constant. More preciselv, a and A must satisfy the condition
6 U cos a - cos A
R - 60 " 2~^=
° Sxn^ a cos A
for constant input power. The length H is determined from
the condition 3 - — .
2
The maximuni output aiignnnent design is deternnined sinruiarly.
In this case the directional maximum occurs when
fi^ 0.3713 IT = !i^ ( 1 - cos A cos a).
2
With this vaiuc ot ^ ^ / can be eliminated from tne expression




2o cos L 1 - cos a
Rq cos a
i _ J.Q, ^ cosa
that must be satisfied when the power input is held constant.
Thus summarizing the conditions for a maximum output design
for a constant input power we have
(1) Maximum field strength at an angle L
60 cos a - cos L
*^o Sin a cos A
where R^ can be determined for a s A and a redeterm-
ined from this equation. The side element length / is determ-
ined from the equation p » — s. __ ( 1 - cos A cos a ) .
(2) Alignment design (Maxinnum output)
Ro - 60 cos A 1-cos^a . 3713 Ao
Rq ^°® * 1 - cos A cos a 1 - cos A cos a
(e) At the non-generator end of the antenna it is desirable to place






Looking back into the antenna from the termination it should
appear as an infinite line formed by two inclined wires. From
Schelkunoff's non-uniform line theory (Schelkunoff ) a
rough approxin^ation for Z is given by
o
Z = 120 1 n ^^'^ * -(72 + J170)
kr
where r is the wire radius.
This can be rewritten as 276 log ^ ^"^ + 231 - j 170,
where X and d are in more convenient units as previously
listed.
(f) Postulating an unattenuated traveling wave of current in the rhombic
antenna the cencralizcd circuit (Chancy*) for the free-space
antenna has been integrated (Chaney ) to yieiu the following
formula for the radiation inpedance in free-spac*:
j^ = C + 21 n(2klsin''a) + 2 Ci 2ki- 2Ci(2kisina)-Ci[2ki(l+cosa)]
- Cif2k£(l-cos a)J
+ cos(2ki8in^a)jci[2k ^cosa(l +cosa)] + Cil 2kicos a(l-cos a) ]
+ Ci[2k^sma(l+Sina)] + Ci[2k/sina(l-sina) j-2 Ci[2k/cos a]
- 2Ci[2klsin^al]
- Sin(2kisin a)rSi[2klcos a(l-»-cosa)] - Si[ 2 k/cos a(l-cos a)]
- Si[2k/sina(l +sina)]+Si[2kf sina(i-sina)] - 2Si[2k/cos aj
+ 2 Si[2k/sin • ] |
+ j[ Si[2kJf(l+cosa)J -Si[2ki(l-cosa)]+ 2Si[2k|sina]-2Si2kl




+ Si[2k/8ina(l+8ina)] +Si[ 2 k/3ina(l-8ina) ] - 2 Si[2k/co8 a]
- 2 Si[2k^8in^ajJ
- Sin(2k/8in a) /ci[2k/co8 a(l+co8a)] - Ci[ 2 k^cos a(l-co8 a) ]
- Ci[2k|8ina(l+8ina)] +Ci[2 kj! 8ina( 1- sin a)] - 2Ci[ 2kicos a]
+ 2 Ci[2ki8in^aj}]
The above formula gives the radiation impedance of the free- space
rhombic antenna. However, if h/2 is greater than 0.4X this
value and the actual value should agree fairly well (L.ewin ).
(g ) In the derivation of an expression for the attenuation constant
uniform transmission line theory may be applied to yield the
result < = i —^ (Ramo and Whinnery^^) . -^y-^r-^ w,
2 Wx
is the time average power loss per unit length and W^j. is the
time average power transm^tt .>d on an infinite line (i.e. by an
unattenuated traveling wave). \ ^^ customary when trans-
mission losses are small, it will be assumed that no attenuation
of current occurs in detf-rminin? W- and W for obtaining a
first order approxinnation for * .
The driving point impedance of the rhombic element of loop
length 2f is given by generalizedcircuit theory ( Chaney^)
Zin = Z^Z^^^
^'^tt ^«tf(Pi) l(P,)I«i[e(rj2)
dT-J . dF^ + f^^ Z ^.
For a rhombus using f^^ g(^l^2^ " ^® [^(Pj)* ^^2) ^ '
13

Zin = ZilL,iJ^,flJ-^f 4(PiP2)^[e(rj2)dr2]. d
'l
+ f^Zo =:2j?Z. f^ + f^Z+f^Z .o*^ immroo
However, as pointed out by Chaney , if the spatial rate at which
the reactive power due to the localized non-retarded fields is
reentering the wire is taken into account, additional terms must
be included and the following more correct expression is deduced:
Z = Z + jf ^ (Zlx + X ).in o m ^ 1 r
Neglecting the internal reactance Z = Z + J f X* * in o •* m r
Following a suggestion of Lewin , assume the radiation imped-
ance to be distributed as a series internal impedance. Thus,
before aticnueitiun,
Zin = 2 if ^(^ + £^) + f ^Z + j(l -f ^)X - 2/k f ^ ;
^\t.. m *^ zl ' o o '* o ' o I m
where the last two terms are the corrections due to the previously
neglected localised non- retarded fields mentioned above. The
series impedance per unit loop length is Z. -f —-> . The time
1 2l
1 2 P
average loss per unit length (before attenuation) is — 1 (R^-f—J!) .
The time average power transmitted under an assumed perfectly
1 2
matched condition is W^ a ± I K_ .T £00
Hence < = i *L = ^r * ^t^i . ^ if R.» li^-
Since the terminal impedance, Z^ > is usually considered as a
2 -4-/ - Hr
lumped parameter , f = € =6 75—
o *^o
Rr
The attenuation factor •C = r-y-p accounts for the attenuation due
to the radiation of energy along the wire. However, there is an
additional attenuation factor. If we consider the rhombic antenna
14
{Jai civt.nj :;,rt
as being maoe up ot two sections ot non-uniforna transrriission
line matched at their junction, then each section of the line has
an approximate attenuation factor given by moc which is posi-
tive in one case and negative in the other. It is interesting to
2
note that, if ac is snnall, the value of f , i. e. the current
o
at the termination, is unaffected by the attenuation factor of
the non-uniform sections. The value of current everywhere
else in the antenna is, however, aflrcted.
(h) Assuming the current to be given by I ^ I C
,




1 / |^-4x|2 , 1 ., ^-4*i^ ^/, f 2^
(1) Again, from generalized circuit theory, neglecting Z^ the
expression for the input impedance beconnes Z ~ ^ "*" J •
(j) In view of the approximations made alreadv, the rhombic element
may be replaced by the ioliowing equivalent circuit
The total useful power -- i. c the total power available for12^ 1 2 , "*




Power radiated is -r I f R
2 o m r
2 2
Terminal loss is 10 logJiI}_jlt-lifl—Li. :: 10 log ^^ lilO log(l-f ^)'^




(k) The Qircctivicy is given by g , = -] 5
where K is the raaiaiiun intensity *nd K and R
' nnax r
are referred to the same current. If a has been selected
as prescribed above K lies in the (1 = plane, and, under
'^ max '^





=240irl ^(j)^ ^. Sin^a
where the symbols are listed at the outset. Now the postulation
of uniform unattenuated current implies no radiation. Hence,
it would seem more desirable to use a formula for K
nnax
based on an assumed attenuated current wave. Hoffman" has
obtained a general expression for the field distribution fronn a
rhombic antenna carrvin^ damped progressive waves. A
comparison of his formula with the one given above shows that
for snnall values of the attenuation factor, << , the main differ-
ence IS that the field does not fall to zero at the minima in the
-2-t/
case of attenuated current. However, the factor e
appears in the expression for IK
I v r> . A closer^*^ ^ I max ' ^ s
approximation to the actual current producing K would be
I f ana not i . Indeed, Christiansen' indicates that
o m o
when the average current is used in the approximate formula
above, the results agree closely with those given by the more
exact methods of Hoffnnan. The fact that the actual current




bv I is taken into account below, when, in computing the
' o
gain, the ternninal loss is subtracted.
Thus 4
7 4n T 2 / J^ v2 SinV e 2K = 240 ir . I ( — ) 7— . Sxn amax o ^ X $^ -
It is further assumea that X ~ .
4






118-^. 36 n Sin a Sin^
, ^= HI (1-cos A cos a).
Rr ^^ ^
and
G^ = 10 log g^ .
(I) Since all the radiated power is radiated into a hennisphere above
ground, the power gain above ground is given by
G = Gj - T + 6 + 20 log [Sin (1^ Sin A) J db .
p d 2
(m) The gain of a half-wave dipole in free-space is 2.2 db. Hence
the gain of a rhombic antenna over a half-wave dipole in the same
position is
G , = G, - T - 2.2 db.
P X d
7
In concluding this section it might be worthwhile to try to
clarify the connection between directivity and terminal loss.
Assuming, as some authors do, that the power lost in the termin-
ating resistor must be attributed to the antenna, it is possible to
formulate a "modified" directivity expression as follows:
12 2 12 2
Total Power delivered = J ^o ^m ^r




= i iMr (1-f ')tf 'r 12o\o o' o oj
1 2
= i I R.
2 o in
The radiation intensity under conditions of attenuated current
is approximately £ K where K is determined for'^'^
' m max max
an assumed constant current amplitude.
"Modified" Directivity = ^ ^ ^m ^ max
Z o in
2




Hence the gain of the antenna = 10 log * ^nax j
It should be pointed out that this equation does not imply that the
power radiated is _ I R , rather it has been derived for
2 o ^
an assumed radiated power = — I f R'^
2 o m T
Strictly speaking the radiation intensity under conaitions of
attenuated current is more closely approximated, in the
= plane, by the expression €~ |k( where K is
given above. This approximate expression is not satisfactory
in the neighborhood of minima. However, the "modified di-
rectivity" is in close agreement with that which would be





R ^r R _i ^ ^
f ^ = _e (l-f-^j




= c'2R^ ^^"- ^^
Rr
Rr
^A and siThen, since -—- s 2 w a nce in practice R seldom
ZRq ^
Rr







it follows that f ^f = f . Thus, errors in cain calcul-
ations from this cause should not exceed 0. 18 db.
A similar denaonstration shows that the square of the mean current
is approximately the sanne as the mean square current. Since
the niean current is
7ir<^-^ ) -i Rr
4Ro




The theoretical design of a horizontal rhombus may be aided con-
siderably if the proper information is available in a tabulated or graph-
ical form. Within this section a few graphical design aids are presented.
Reference is here made to Laport's article for tabulated data on field
patterns of rhombic antennas.
Figure 2 is a plot of height factor nulls and maxinnums versus
electrical height in degrees. Figure 3 shows a plot of the optimum
19
-iuol&o ni-H
parameters for horizontal rhombic antennas for maximum ^ain and
minimum siae loue arnputudes. Wht-re pussibit J? igure 3 should be
used as nnuch time can be saved in this nnanner. These parameters
are optimum for one frequency only. The data was compiled by
Laport from stereographic charts. An example of the use of this
figure will be given in the next section.
Figure 4 is a plot of a vs A , for various values of n , to
satisfy the condition for maximum radiation intensity at A for con-
stant input current. The condition referred to is
->s ..a cos h - cos a
^cot/= 2 ,
sin a cos L
It must be stressed however that Figure 4 gives approximate
values only. These are usually accurate enough. If, however,
greater accuracy is desired Figure 4 may be used to give the proper
neighborhood of the correct value of a With the approximate value
the correct value may be quickly determined by plotting both sides of
the equation in the neighborhood of the approximate value.
Figure 4a gives the value of a f'"- various n for alignment
of the main lobe with the wave angle L . Figure 4a shows how the
elevation of the main lobe of a rhombus varies with leg length and
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DEGREES -HEIGHT ABOVE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND
WOO
Figure Z.
By permission from "Radio Antenna Engineering", by E.A. LaportCopyright. 1952. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
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2 3 4 5 6 7
LEG LENGTH OF RHOMBUS -WAVELENGTHS
Figure 3,
By ^permission from Radio Antenna Engineering", by E. A. Laport.
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Tabl« I shows the critical values of a at which disintegrat-
ion of the main lobe occurs. The angle a should never quite equal









7 20. 5 "
8 19.3 "
Table 11 gives the relative amplitudes of the lobes in the field
strength pattern for the free- space rhombic antenna with reference




For Second Side For First Side
1 2 3 4 5
1 1.000
2 0. 544 0.26
3 0.420 0.038 0.003
4 0. 354 0.007 0.00054 0.0001
10-^5 - 0.002 0.000156 0.000028
6 - -
Figures 5,6, 7 and 8 gives the variations of Z with a and -f
Figure 9 is a plot of R vs a for constant Jt and A .
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Example 1. - - Optimum design - constant height
Assume that it is desired to have a rhombic antenna operating
10
at £ with its main beam at A = 12.5 degrees. Laport uses
o
this as an example and obtains i? = 4X : a = 21 degrees;
h/2 = 423 degrees = 1. 18 X. Total beam wiath oetween first
zeros = 37 degrees. The height factor maximums from Figure 2
occur at 12. 5 and 59. 5 decrees while the zeros occur at 0, 25 and







Other lobes are snc^aller. It is assumed no lobe is less than
0. 02 of the main ioDe.
Let us assume a #10 wire is used i.e. d = . 102 inches.
Furthermore assume f„ = 30 mcs , X = 10 meters.
Z^ = 276 log ^__flL^ +231-J170 = 658 - j 170 /v.
d"
Z„ = 595 - j 94.A. Since h/Z>0.4 X.
R.
iK c" R^ = £' ""^^ = .405
o
2 Rq 2
Z. = R + jf ^ X = 658 - J .232 -«.
^n o ' m r
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Terminal loss T = -10 1og(l-f^ ) = 2. 25 db
i=4X,n=lD,n = 256.
Sin a = Sin 21° s .359, Sin a = .113 .
Cos A = .976 . Cos a = . 933 .
B = IL!L (l-cos A cos a) = 4ir(l-.912) = 1 . 1 1 radians = 63. 3 .
Sin/ = .»93 . SinV = -^32 . /5^ = 1.22.
g a 29.7 . G^ = 10 log g^ = 14.7 db
G =18.4 db
P
G V = 10.2 db
"I
Following Laport's example we now turn to the determination
of the high frequency limit of this antenna.
Figure 4a shows that, in order not to split the main beam for
a = 21° the greatest lei- len^'th is i - 5. 5 A Under these con-
ditions A = 3 degrees. At this *mvelength the electrical neight is
581 degrees. The height factor maximums occur when 581 sinS = 90
and 270 degrees. The height factor nulls occur when 581 Sin % - 0,
180 and 360 degrees. Thus the height factor maximums are at
S = 8. 5 degrees and 27. 7 degrees and the nulls are at I = 0, 18.
and 38. 3 degrees. The value of the height factor f(S) = Sin(581 Sinb)
at 3 degrees is 0. 512. The maximum of the main lobe will occur
where the product of the height factor and free-space pattern are a
maximum. A rough estimation is A = 4 degrees and a relative





occurs at ^ = 21 degrees. The height factor at 21 degrees has
the value 0. 515. Relative to a fully formed main beam the 1-2
lobe amplitude it 0. 544 (See Table 11). Hence the 1-2 lobe amplitude
is 0. 515 X 0. 544 = 0. 28 referred to a fullv formed main lobe. After
0. 28
nornnaiizing itm main iobe the i-2 iobe amplitude is z—"nTTl - ^' ^
i.e. the 1-2 lobe is down 6 db. From an interference standpoint
this is a laree lobe. The 1-3 lobe is a little larger than the 1-2 lobe.
At this limiting frequency:
X =
4
5.5^^ 10 = 7.27 m
z
o
= 620 - jl70 ohms
Z
r







s 620 - j 194
T - 1. 72 db
n = 22 . n^ = 484
Sin^a = 0.113 ; Cos A = 0.997 ; Cos a = 0.833
^ s 81.8 degrees = 1.43 radians
/ = 2.04
Sin^ = .988 , Sin / = . 95
R. = 43.4
G^ = 16.5 dbd
G = 20. 8 db
P
G V = 12. 6 db4
33

This example shows that, although at the high frequency the
antenna is more efficient, from an interference point of view it may
not be desirable to operate this antenna over a 5. 5 frequency range.
4
Exaniple 2 -- Non-optinnunn design -- fixed height
Assume that from ionospheric studies it is determined that
A = 4 degrees will permit communication over a given path a certain
fraction of the time. Assuxne further that the wave angle must not
exceed 12 degrees or otherwise the signal will penetrate the ionosphere
and be lost. The wavelength is 10 meters.
Examination of Figure 3 shows that an optimum design is not
possible.
Following the design procedure laid down above we have:
2 4 Sin A 4 X 0.07
s 35. 7m = 1287 aegrces
From Figure 4 Case 1: » ' 35. 5 degrees for i = 2 X , n a 8 .
Case 2: a =19 degrees for /= 7 X , n = 28 .
For Case 1 A = 12° for i = 1. V .
For Case 2 A = 12° for i= 4. ^' X
Both cases here suffer from the disadvantage that in order to get
a wave angle of 4° the antenna must be worked at its high frequency
limit. If the frequency is raised a small percentage the main lobe
will disintegrate.
Case 1 suffers from the further disadvantage that the wave angle
varies rapidly with frequency of transmission. From a receiving




Case 1 Case t
Alignment Design Maximum E Design Alignment Design
Case 1
L (degrees) 4






Sin a 0. 581
Wire Size #10AWG





















































Example 3 -- Optimum design -- variable height
In Exannple 1 the design wag optimum for I = 4 X . The high
frequency limit was given by X= 5. 5 X for a = 21 degrees. This
gave ^ = 3 degrees. To maximize the height factor at 3 degrees
we must adjust the electrical height H until
H = —^ = 1 7Z0 degrees = 4. 78 X = 29.4 m
Sin 3
Assuming this is feasible, the 1-2 lobe amplitude would be 0. 3,
or down 10. 6 db from the main lobe. Interference-wise this is still
a large lobe. The gain, unaffected by height factor, is 13. 8 db. This
slight decrease in secondary lobe amplitude has been paid for by the
provision of height control. This provision is usually made to take
care of chances in propasation t onditions over the sunspot cycle.
Exannple 4 -- Consider the following antenna
/' = 110 meters . h/Z = 27. 5m, a = 22 degrees, f = 12 mca.
A=25m /=4.4A, h/2 = 1. 1 A No i.-.^wG wire,
d = . 081 inches.
The power cain of this antenna with respect to a horizontal di{>ole
will be computea lor A = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 degrees at
f = 8 mcs, 12 mcs and 18 mcs. The values so computed will be com-
pared with the semi-experimental values of Christiansen calculated
for a horizontal rhombus consisting of a pair of No 12 wires.
The results are tabulated below:
f =8 mcs
.. _
r . 87 . ^a =m m
Z^jjW 850-J255 ^in " 700 ohms experimentally
V ^a
X = 37. 5 m , h/2 = 0. 733 A , y- = ratio of average to input current









6.Z db 7. 5 db
5 6.4 db 7.6 db
10 b.9 db 8.5 db
15 7. 8 db 8.8 db
^o 7.4 db 9 db
lb 7.4 db 8.1 db
\o 5. 2 db 5. 5 db
Ihe results here agree quite closely. The experimental results
are for a rhombus consisting of a pair of wires. The purpose of this is
to lower the surce impedance (L,€win ) and hence to increase the fi?ain.
Thus li we add lu log 'nF^ to the single-wire rhombus we get the follow-
ing figures:
A G . + 10 log 8 50700 Gp^ (expe
2
rimental)
7. 1 db 7. 5 db
5 7. 3 db 7.6 db
10 7.8 db 8. 5 db
15 8. 7 db 8.8 db
20 8.3 db 9 db
Z5 8. 3 db 8. 1 db





f = IZ mcs
X = 25 m
.
h/2 = 1.1 X
f
^
m = 0. 684 . fm











11. 2 db 11. 5 db
5 11. :> ao 11. 55 db
10 11.4 db 11. 5 db
15 10.8 db 10. 6 db
20 8.9 db 8. 1 db
25 3.4 db 1. 2 db
30 < <





A= 16.67m . h/2 = 1.65X
-
— = 0. 77 experinnentally
= 752 - jlBO Z
in
= 700 experimentally
h G A (Theoretical) GpXC. xperimenta
14. 2 db 13. 8 db
5 13.8 db 13.4 db
10 12.3 db 11. 5 db
15 7.9 db 6.3 db
20 < db < db
25 < db < e db




By assumine all the power is either radiated or dissipated in
7






for the radiation resistance where I^ is the average current flowing
in the antenna,
I_ is the current in the termination, and
i is the ijfcput resistance which is equal to the ternninat-
- in
ing resistance.




For the antenna in Example 4 Christiansen obtains:
R = 570,ik. at 8 mcs
R 3 760 .A. at IZ mcs
R = 810^ at 18 mcs
Using the approximate formula oi L.ewin one obtains
R s 540 a at 8 mcs
R = 640 A. at 12 mcs
R = 73 5-rt. at lo mcs
5
The real part of Chancy' s formula (Chancy ) which is identical
with Lewin's exact formula; gives by linear interpolation on Figure 7
R = 51Za\.at o mcs
R s 654 XI. at 12 nncs






—— s . 4 1 at 8 mc 8
=
. 3 1 at 1 2 mc 8
= 0. 32 at 18 mc9
^T 2
Calculatinc th—- = i one obtain8 the following figure8:o W o
o
£ ^ = 0. 57 at 8 mc8
o
s 0. 47 at 12 mc8
- 0. 32 at Id mcs
Here W^ is the power dissipated in the terminating resist-





The method presented in this paper seems to be quite satisfactory
and enables one to make a quick, lirst aesign. U the coordinates and
relative amplitudes of the lobes of the pattern are desired these can be
quickly obtained using the method presented by Laport The
method ol this paper can be extended to multi-element rhombic arrays.
In this connection the following papers should be referred to:
Chaney, J. G. Simplification for Mutual Impedance of Certain
Antennae U. S. Naval Postgraduate School,
Technical Report No. 6, November 195Z.
Chaney, J. G. Mutual Impedance of Rhombic Antennas Spaced
in Tandem. U. S. Naval Postgraduate School,
Technical Report No. 7, December 1952.
Chaney, J. G. Mutual Impedance of Stacked Rhombic Antennas
U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, Technical Report
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